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Abstract—We consider the problem of extracting blindly data
embedded over a wide band in a spectrum (transform) domain of a
digital medium (image, audio, video). We develop a novel multicarrier/signature iterative generalized least-squares (M-IGLS) core
procedure to seek unknown data hidden in hosts via multicarrier
spread-spectrum embedding. Neither the original host nor the embedding carriers are assumed available. Experimental studies on
images show that the developed algorithm can achieve recovery
probability of error close to what may be attained with known embedding carriers and host autocorrelation matrix.
Index Terms—Authentication, annotation, blind detection,
covert communications, data hiding, information hiding,
spread-spectrum embedding, steganalysis, steganography, watermarking.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IGITAL data embedding in digital media is an information technology field of rapidly growing commercial
as well as national security interest. Applications may vary
from annotation, copyright-marking, and watermarking, to
single-stream media merging (text, audio, image) and covert
communication [1]. In annotation, secondary data are embedded into digital multimedia to provide a way to deliver
side information for various purposes; copyright-marking may
act as permanent “iron branding” to show ownership; fragile
watermarking may be intended to detect future tampering;
hidden low-probability-to-detect (LPD) watermarking may
serve as identification for confidential data validation or digital
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fingerprinting for tracing purposes [2]–[4]. Covert communication or steganography, which literally means “covered
writing” in Greek, is the process of hiding data under a cover
medium (also referred to as host), such as image, video, or
audio, to establish secret communication between trusting
parties and conceal the existence of embedded data [5]–[9].
As a general encompassing comment, different applications of
information hiding, such as the ones identified above, require
different satisfactory tradeoffs between the following four basic
attributes of data hiding [10]: (i) Payload-information delivery
rate; (ii) robustness-hidden data resistance to noise/disturbance;
(iii) transparency—low host distortion for concealment purposes; and (iv) security—inability by unauthorized users to
detect/access the communication channel.
Recently, developing data embedding technologies are being
seen to pose a threat to personal privacy, commercial, and
national security interests [11], [12]. In this work, we focus our
attention on the blind recovery of secret data hidden in medium
hosts via multicarrier/signature direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) transform domain embedding [13]–[20]. Neither
the original host nor the embedding carriers (signatures or
spreading sequences) are assumed known (fully blind data
extraction). This blind hidden data extraction problem has also
been referred to as “Watermarked content Only Attack” (WOA)
in the watermarking security context [21]–[24].
While passive detection-only of the presence of embedded
data is being intensively investigated in the past few years
[25]–[33], active hidden data extraction is a relatively new
branch of research. In blind extraction of SS embedded data,
the unknown host acts as a source of interference/disturbance
to the data to be recovered and, in a way, the problem parallels
blind signal separation (BSS) applications as they arise in the
fields of array processing, biomedical signal processing, and
code-division multiple-access (CDMA) communication systems [34]–[38]. Under the assumption that the embedded secret
messages are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
sequences and independent to the cover host, independent component analysis (ICA) may be utilized to pursue hidden data
extraction [24], [39]. However, ICA-based BSS algorithms are
not effective in the presence of correlated signal interference
as is the case in SS multimedia embedding and degrade rapidly
as the dimension of the carrier (signature) decreases relative to
the message size. In [19], an iterative generalized least squares
(IGLS) procedure was developed to blindly recover unknown
messages hidden in image hosts via SS embedding. The algorithm has low complexity and strong recovery performance.
However, the scheme is designed solely for single-carrier SS
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embedding where messages are hidden with one signature only
and is not generalizable to the multicarrier case. Realistically,
an embedder would favor multicarrier SS transform-domain
embedding to increase security and/or payload rate.
In this paper, we develop a novel multicarrier iterative
generalized least squares (M-IGLS) algorithm for SS hidden
data extraction that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
appears for the first time in the broad communication theory
and systems literature. For improved recovery performance,
in particular for small hidden messages that pose the greatest
challenge, experimental studies indicate that a few independent M-IGLS reinitializations and executions on the host can
lead to hidden data recovery with probability of error close
to what may be attained with known embedding carriers and
known original host autocorrelation matrix. Applications of
the developed algorithm are, of course, not limited to attacking
steganographic covert communications by recovering the
secret embedded messages. Since the carriers are also jointly
estimated with the embedded data, the developed scheme can
also be used for complete message removal or tampering attack
as well by reinserting a fabricated message in place of the
original. From the opposite data embedding point of view, the
developed algorithm can be treated as a tool to test security
robustness of SS data hiding schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
present the signal model for the multicarrier SS embedding procedure and formulate the problem of active SS data extraction.
The hidden data recovery algorithm is developed in Section III.
Experimental studies are presented in Section IV and, finally,
some concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.
The following notation is used throughout the paper. Boldface lower-case letters indicate column vectors and boldface
upper-case letters indicate matrices;
denotes the set of all
real numbers;
denotes matrix transpose;
is matrix
trace;
is the
identity matrix;
denotes zerothreshold quantization; and
represents statistical expectation. Finally,
, and
are the scalar magnitude, vector
norm, and matrix Frobenius norm, respectively.
II. MULTICARRIER SS EMBEDDING AND EXTRACTION:
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a host image
where
is the
finite image alphabet and
is the image size in pixels.
Without loss of generality, the image
is partitioned into
local nonoverlapping blocks of size
. Each block,
, is to carry hidden information bits (
bits total image payload). Embedding is performed in a 2-D
transform domain
(such as the discrete cosine transform,
a wavelet transform, etc.). After transform calculation and
vectorization (for example by conventional zig-zag scanning),
we obtain
. From the
transform domain vectors
we choose a fixed subset
of
coefficients (bins) to form the final host vectors
. It is common and appropriate
to avoid the dc coefficient (if applicable) due to high perceptual
sensitivity in changes of the dc value.
The autocorrelation matrix of the host data is an important statistical quantity for our developments and is defined as

Fig. 1. (a) Baboon image example
data autocorrelation matrix (8 8 DCT, 63-bin host) [20].

. (b) Host

. It is easy to verify
that in general
; that is,
is not constant-value diagonal or “white” in field language. For example,
8 8 DCT with 63-bin host data formation (excluding only the
dc coefficient) for the 256 256 gray-scale Baboon image in
Fig. 1(a) gives the host autocorrelation matrix
in Fig. 1(b)
[20].
A. Multicarrier SS Embedding
We

consider

distinct

message

bit

sequences,

, each of length
bits. The
message
sequences may be to be delivered to
distinct corresponding
recipients or they are just
portions of one large message
sequence to be transmitted to one recipient. In particular, the
th bit from each of the
sequences,
, is
simultaneously hidden in the th transform-domain host vector
via additive SS embedding by means of
spreading
sequences (carriers)
,

(1)
. For
with corresponding amplitudes
the sake of generality,
represents potential external white
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Gaussian noise1 of mean and autocorrelation matrix
. It is assumed that
behave as equi-probable binary random variables that are independent in
(message bit
sequence) and (across messages). The contribution of each
individual embedded message bit to the composite signal is
and the block mean-squared distortion to the original
host data due to the embedded message alone is
(2)
Under statistical independence of messages, the block meansquared distortion of the original image due to the total, multimessage, insertion of data is
.
The intended recipient of the th message with knowledge of
the th carrier can perform embedded bit recovery by looking
at the sign of the output of the minimum-mean-square-error
(MMSE) filter
,

(3)
where
is the autocorrelation matrix of the host-plus-dataplus-noise vectors
(4)
The autocorrelation matrix
can be estimated by sample avreceived vectors
eraging over the set of
. Using
in (3) in place of
, we
obtain what is known as the sample-matrix-inversion MMSE
(SMI-MMSE) detector implementation [34].
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partition and transform calculation. We denote the combined
“disturbance” to the hidden data (host plus noise) by
and rewrite SS embedding by (1) as
(5)
where
is modeled as a sequence of zero-mean (without
loss of generality) vectors with autocovariance matrix
. Let
,
be the amplitude-including embedding carriers. Then, we can
further reformulate SS embedding as
(6)
(7)
where
is the amplitude-including
carrier matrix and
is the vector of bits embedded in the th host block. For notational simplicity, we can
write the whole observation data in the form of one matrix
(8)
where
, and
.
Our objective is to blindly extract the unknown hidden data
from the observation matrix without prior knowledge of the
embedding carriers
and amplitudes
,
in
or the host medium itself
in
.

B. Formulation of the Extraction Problem
To blindly extract spread-spectrum embedded data from a
given host image, the analyst needs first to convert the host
to observation vectors of the form of
,
in (1). This requires knowledge of (i) the partition, (ii) transform domain, (iii) subset of coefficients, and (iv) number of carriers used by the embedder. The host image partition (and block
size
in our notation) may be estimated by neighboring-pixels difference techniques as in [30]. Regarding the
subset of coefficients used in embedding, the conservative approach is to assume that all coefficients are used, except maybe
the dc value, and set accordingly
. The
number of carriers can be estimated by SS signal population
identification algorithms such as in [41]. Finally, determination
of the transform domain used in embedding seems to be a hurdle
not yet tackled by current research. The natural approach would
be to consider individually and exhaustively one transform at
a time starting from the most common (for example, 2D-DCT,
common wavelet transforms, and so on).
In this paper, we focus the technical presentation solely after
the point that the analyst obtains transform-domain observations
in the form of
in (1), upon performing appropriate image
1Additive

white Gaussian noise is frequently viewed as a suitable (most
entropic) model for general quantization errors, channel transmission disturbances, and/or image processing attacks [40].

III. HIDDEN DATA EXTRACTION
If were to be modeled as Gaussian distributed, the joint
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator of
and decoder of
would be
(9)

can be interpreted as
where multiplication by
prewhitening of the compound observation data. If Gaussianity of is not to be invoked, then (9) can be simply referred
to as the joint generalized least-squares (GLS) solution2 of
and .
The global GLS-optimal message matrix in (9) can be computed independently of by exhaustive search over all possible
choices under the criterion function
,
(10)
where
. The derivation of (10) is
provided in the Appendix. Exhaustive search has, of course,
2Generalized

least-squares solutions are weighted least-squares (WLS) solu-

tions with optimal weighting matrices, here
of the estimation error [35], [36].

, that yield the lowest variance
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TABLE I
MULTICARRIER ITERATIVE GENERALIZED LEAST-SQUARES DATA EXTRACTION

complexity exponential in
(total size of hidden messages
in bits). We consider this cost unacceptable and attempt to reach
a quality approximation of the solution of (10) (or (9), to that
respect) by alternating generalized least-squares estimates of
and , iteratively, as described below.
Pretend is known. The generalized least-squares estimate
of
is

(11)
Pretend, in turn, that is known. Then, the least-squares estimate of over the real field is

(12)
Observing that
(13)
we rewrite
(14)

For the sake of mathematical accuracy, we recall that in leastsquares there is always a symbol sign (phase in complex domains) ambiguity when joint data extraction and carrier estimation is pursued (i.e., data bits
on carrier
have the same least-squares error with data bits
on carrier
). The sign-ambiguity problem can be overcome with a few known or guessed data symbols for supervised
sign correction3 [42]. Moreover, in a multicarrier least-squares
scenario as the one that we face herein, the index association remains unresolved (i.e., given a recovered (message, carrier) pair
(
), the corresponding index
in (1) cannot
be obtained). To the extend that the application of the work presented in this paper is to simply extract blindly the embedded
bits with the least possible errors, the carrier indexing problem
is not dealt with any further.
Returning to the proposed data extraction algorithm, we understand that with arbitrary initialization convergence of the
M-IGLS procedure described in Table I to the optimal GLS solution of (9) is not guaranteed in general. Extensive experimentation with the algorithm in Table I indicates that, for sufficiently
long messages hidden by each carrier (
Kbits or more,
for example), satisfactory quality message decisions can be
directly obtained. However, when the message size is small,
M-IGLS may very well converge to inappropriate points/solutions. The quality (generalized-least-squares fit) of the end convergence point depends heavily on the initialization point and
arbitrary initialization—which at first sight is unavoidable for
blind data extraction—offers little assurance that the iterative
scheme will lead us to appropriate, “reliable” (close to minimal
generalized least-squares fit) solutions. To that respect, reinitialization and reexecution of the M-IGLS procedure, say
times, is always possible. To assess which of the
returned
solutions, say
, has superior generalized-least-squares fit, we simply feed
to (9) (using
in place of
) and choose

and suggest the approximate binary message solution
(16)
(15)
The proofs of (11), (12), and (13) are provided in the Appendix.
The multicarrier iterative generalized least-squares
(M-IGLS) procedure suggested by the two equations (11)
and (15) is now straightforward. Initialize
arbitrarily
and alternate iteratively between (11) and (15) to obtain at
each step conditionally generalized least squares estimates
of one matrix parameter given the other. Stop when convergence is observed. Notice that (15) utilizes knowledge
of the autocorrelation matrix
, which can be estimated
by sample averaging over the received data observations,
. The M-IGLS extraction algorithm is summarized in Table I. Superscripts denote iteration
index. The computational complexity of each iteration of the
M-IGLS algorithm is
and, experimentally, the number of iterations executed is between 20 and 50 in general.

The computational complexity of the -times reinitialized
M-IGLS is, of course,
where
represents the number of internal
iterations in in Table I.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
A technically firm and keen measure of quality of a hiddenmessage extraction solution is the difference in bit-error-rate
(BER) experienced by the intended recipient and the analyst.
The intended recipient in our studies may be using any of the
following three message recovery methods: (i) Standard carrier matched-filtering (MF) with the known carriers
; (ii) sample-matrix-inversion MMSE (SMI-MMSE)
3If the embedded data are encrypted, then both options
and
must
be separately decrypted and investigated for sign correction for each message
.
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Fig. 2. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (512
messages of 4 Kbits each,
dB,

512 Baboon,
dB).

filtering with known carriers
and estimated host autocorrelation matrix
(see (3)); and (iii) ideal MMSE filtering with
known carriers
and known true host autocorrelation matrix
, which serves as the ultimate performance bound reference
for all methods. In terms of blind extraction (neither nor
known), we will examine: (iv) The developed M-IGLS algorithm in Table I with
reinitializations and, for comparison purposes, the performance of two typical independent
component analysis (ICA) based blind signal separation (BSS)
algorithms (v) FastICA [44], and (vi) JADE [45].
We first consider as a host example the gray-scale 512 512
“Baboon” image. We perform 8 8 block DCT embedding by
(1) over all bins except the dc coefficient with
distinct arbitrary carriers
. The hidden
bits long.
message embedded by each carrier is
The per-message block mean square distortion due to each embedded message is set to be the same for all messages, i.e.,
. With per-message 8 8-block
MSE distortion
, the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) of the image due to embedding can be calculated
by
. Another
metric that reflects the relationship between host and embedding distortion is the block document-to-watermark power ratio
(DWR) defined as
where
is the (total) host block variance. The
value of
depends on the nature of each host image and is
provided in each experiment that we run (see figure captions)
to facilitate translation by the reader between MSE and DWR if
desired. For the sake of generality, in our studies we also incorporate white Gaussian noise of variance
dB.
Fig. 2 shows the average BER (over all
messages) of
all methods (i) through (vi) listed above as a function of the host
block distortion per-message. FastICA and JADE have computational complexity
per
iteration and
, respectively.
In particular, on an Intel i5-2550K 3.40 GHz processor running
standard Matlab software for experimentation, the average execution time of the M-IGLS algorithm with
initializations was 1.51 sec, the average execution time of FastICA was
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Fig. 3. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (256
messages of 1 Kbit each,
dB,

Fig. 4. 512

256 Baboon,
dB).

512 gray-scale Boat image.

0.20 sec, and the average execution time of JADE was 0.08 sec.
While the two independent/principal-component methods (FastICA and JADE) are failing to carry out effective hidden data
extraction, to our satisfaction M-IGLS analysis is very close in
BER performance to the ideal MMSE detector bound in which
both the embedding carriers and the clean host autocorrelation
matrix
are treated as perfectly known.
In Fig. 3, we repeat the exact same experimental study on the
smaller 256 256 version of the Baboon image in Fig. 1(a) with
hidden messages of length only
bits per
message (compared to 4,196 bits per message in Fig. 2). Comparing with Fig. 2, the gap between M-IGLS and ideal MMSE
increases as the hidden message size decreases, but the extraction performance of M-IGLS can still be deemed satisfactory.
For additional experimental validation, the studies of Figs. 2 and
3 are repeated on the familiar “Boat” image (shown in Fig. 4)
in its 512 512 and 256 256 gray-scale versions (Figs. 5 and
6, correspondingly).
To examine the behavior of M-IGLS under increasing-density small-message hiding, we consider the 256 256
gray-scale “F-16 Aircraft” image (shown in Fig. 7) with
and
hidden messages of length 1 Kbit each. The
recovery performance plots for
and
are given in
Figs. 8 and 9, correspondingly.
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Fig. 5. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (512
messages of 4 Kbits each,
dB,

Fig. 6. Average BER versus per-message distortion, 256
messages of 1 Kbit each,
dB,

Fig. 7. 256

512 Boat,
dB).

256 Boat,
dB).

256 gray-scale Aircraft image.

An encompassing conclusion over all executed experiments
is that M-IGLS remains a most effective technique to blindly
extract hidden messages, while extraction becomes more challenging as the length of the hidden message per used embedding
carrier decreases or the number of hidden messages (number

Fig. 8. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (256
messages of 1 Kbit each,
dB,
craft,

256 F16 AirdB).

Fig. 9. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (256
messages of 1 Kbit each,
dB,
craft,

256 F16 AirdB).

of used carriers) increases. It is also worth pointing out that, in
these experimental studies, M-IGLS may outperform (in moderate to high distortion values) SMI-MMSE in which the true
carriers/signatures are known. This is because SMI-MMSE suffers from performance degradation due to small-sample-support adaptation (estimation of matrix
). The unsatisfactory
performance of the ICA-based methods is due to the interference from high-amplitude (low-frequency) host coefficients. To
demonstrate this point, in Fig. 10 we repeat the exact same experiment of Fig. 2 using this time only the
highest-frequency DCT coefficients as our host vector. It can be observed
that, in this moderate host interference environment, ICA-based
methods can provide satisfactory performance (not superior to
M-IGLS, however). Of course, we may not expect that data
are always embedded exclusively in low-amplitude coefficients
alone.
Next, for the sake of enhanced experimental credibility, we
examine the average performance of the proposed M-IGLS
algorithm over a large image database. The experimental image
data set, [46] and [47] combined, consists of more than 11,500
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Fig. 10. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (512 512 Bahighest-frequency coefficients,
messages of 4 Kbits
boon,
dB,
dB).
each,

Fig. 11. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (average findings
over a dataset of more than 11,500 images [46], [47],
dB, average
dB).

8-bit gray-scale photographic images which have great variety (e.g., outdoor/indoor, daylight/night, natural/man-made)
and different sizes. We embed one up to five messages,
, via multicarrier SS embedding with arbitrary carriers and payload between 0.016 and 0.078 bits per
pixel (bpp). The length of the embedding carriers varies between 30 and 63,
. Recovery performance
plots are given in Fig. 11. Similar conclusions can be drawn as
in the previous individual image host experimentations.
While our blind data extraction algorithmic development was
based on the most common SS embedding form (1) for convenience in presentation, the developed algorithm can also be
applied to more advanced SS embedding schemes such as improved spread-spectrum (ISS) [13] and correlation-aware improved spread-spectrum (CAISS) [43]. In Fig. 12, we go again
over the whole [46], [47] databases under ISS embedding and
in Fig. 13 under CAISS embedding (with amplitude-proportion
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Fig. 12. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (average findings
over a dataset of more than 11,500 images [46], [47], ISS embedding [13],
dB, average
).

Fig. 13. Average BER versus per-message block distortion (average findings
over a dataset of more than 11,500 images [46], [47], CAISS embedding [43],
dB, average
dB).

parameter
)4. It can be noted from Figs. 12, 13 that
M-IGLS analysis can also carry out effective hidden data extraction for the ISS and CAISS schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
We considered the problem of blindly extracting unknown
messages hidden in image hosts via multicarrier/signature
spread-spectrum embedding. Neither the original host nor the
embedding carriers are assumed available. We developed a
low complexity multicarrier iterative generalized least-squares
(M-IGLS) core algorithm. Experimental studies showed that
M-IGLS can achieve probability of error rather close to what
may be attained with known embedding signatures and known
original host autocorrelation matrix and presents itself as an
4Both ISS [13] and CAISS [43] are proposed as single carrier embedding
in the experiments).
schemes (
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effective countermeasure to conventional SS data embedding/
hiding5.

optimal estimate of
differentiation

can be calculated again by

APPENDIX
(24)

A. Derivation of (10)
The minimization in (9) can be carried out in two steps. First,
we minimize (9) with respect to :
(see
also Appendix B). Then, substituting back into (9) we obtain

(17)

D. Proof of (13)
Since
, by the Matrix Inverse
Lemma (also known as Woodbury’s matrix identity) [48], we
obtain
(25)

(18)
(19)
where

Then,

.

B. Proof of (11)
The GLS cost function in (9) can be rewritten as
(20)

(21)
where
denotes the trace of a matrix.
For a given message matrix , the GLS optimal estimate of
can be obtain by differentiating the cost function with respect
to
and setting the outcome equal to the zero matrix,

(26)
By the property of the inverse of a product of matrices [48], the
inverse of
is

(27)
We combine the results of (25) and (27) and finally obtain

(22)
(28)
C. Proof of (12)
We rewrite the GLS cost function in (21) as
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